
WUSV Universal Championship 2019 England 

From June 07th to June 09th, 2019 the WUSV Universal Championship 2019 was hosted in 
England/ Nantwich. The organization team of the German Shepherd Dog League of Great 
Britain proved to be perfect hosts and organized a very nice event.  

The Nantwich Town Football Club Weaver Stadium offered a beautiful setting for the event.  

Report on Tracking Work 

The tracking area could be reached in approximately 30 minutes from the stadium by car. 
Meadows with 30 to 40 centimetres high grassland served as tracking fields. All competitors 
were offered the same kind of terrain which was moderately difficult. High winds and heavy 
rainfalls made the tracking work more difficult.   

The competitors had to individually drive to a meeting point from where they were guided to 
the tracking area. The participants were welcomed in groups, the tracking leads’ 
measurements taken and marked followed by the group draw.   

The tracking commissioner, Mr. Ernst Riegl from Austria, divided the terrain and specified the 
course of the tracking route. He was most prudent and working with him was a harmonious 
experience. Gavin Smith organized the running in of the dogs and once the tracking work 
was completed, he also carried out the chip control. Gavin worked in a very concentrated 
fashion and was available on site at any given moment.  

The track layers, Ann Bedford, Andy Wall, Ian James, and Simon Hopcroft-Lopez placed the 
tracks at a good length in accordance with the examination regulations and in an absolutely 
uniform fashion. All of them were good team players and did an excellent job. Thank you so 
much.  

All handlers presented their dogs in sporty and fair fashion. A total of 42 dogs were 
presented to me and I could award the following scores:  

Excellent x13 = 30,9 % 

Very Good x 14 = 33,3 % 

Good x 10 = 23,8 % 

Satisfactory x 3 = 7,1 % 

Insufficient x 2 = 4,8 % 

That was a very encouraging total result. My congratulations go to all competitors. I enjoyed 
the very pleasant cooperation and would like to thank the WUSV Board of Directors for the 
trust they placed in me. 

With warm regards,  

Wolfgang Rook 

Tracking Judge  


